
     

David Foster Wallace and Narratology
Pia Masiero

As far as a broad notion of narratology is concerned, David Foster Wallace
is typically mentioned in relation to two macro topics: his vexed relation-
ship with postmodernism – explicitly disowned and formally relied upon –
and his growing interest in the reader. One of the clearest articulations of
this dual-faced objective comes from “The Salon Interview” ():

The project that’s worth trying is to do stuff that has some of the richness
and challenge and emotional and intellectual difficulty of avant-garde
literary stuff, stuff that makes the reader confront things rather than
ignore them, but to do that in such a way that it’s also pleasurable to read.
The reader feels like someone is talking to him rather than striking a
number of poses.

I propose to consider the two topics – the legacy of postmodernism and
the attention to the reader – as deeply imbricated: The experimental,
ironic, self-referential ingredients typically associated with postmodernism,
in fact, require some kind of weakening or tweaking to create room for the
reader. Wallace’s narratological choices are aimed at squaring this complex
circle, by attending to the reader while employing the tools of the post-
modernist trade, when needed, if needed.
The section devoted to Wallace’s teaching materials in The David Foster

Wallace Reader contains a list of narratological terms, such as Point of
View, Narrative Omniscience, Unreliable Narrator and Voice that he
wanted his students to define. In the same section, in the “Guidelines
for Writing Helpful Letters of Response to Colleagues’ Stories,” Wallace
suggests to his students a series of questions to guide their assessment of
the work of their peers, such as “Is the story’s point of view appropriate,
and is it consistent?”; “Are the characters -D, human, complex, devel-
oped?”; “What [. . .] are the elements that have the strongest effect?”

 L. Miller, “Interview,” .  Wallace, DFWR, , –.
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The list of terms and the fifteen questions attest to the fact that Wallace
deemed these categories (and their effects) the blocks upon which aspiring
writers had to build their narrative edifices in spite of their living in such
nonclassical, postindustrial times. Acknowledging these classical ingredi-
ents as foundational does not imply that Wallace employs them classically.
It implies that he was aware that they are a necessary point of departure for
any writer.

As an aspiring writer himself, Wallace had to wrestle with the require-
ment to stick to narratological nuts and bolts, and he describes that early
stage as a veritable “beating [his] head upon the wall” of the kind of
structure required by his creative writing teachers – “straight, standard
Updikean metaphor, Freytag’s pyramid if you want.” Wallace’s trajectory
as a writer may well be described as a progressive liberation from this
frustrating straitjacket into his own version of narratology. Even if fiction
was for Wallace, at first, the springboard to play with “the four hundred
thousand pages of continental philosophy and lit theory” in his mind –
most obviously with The Broom of the System – and to parody fellow writers
by mimicking their styles – most notably with Girl with Curious Hair – he
always had the reader in mind. Wallace enlisted himself among “those of
us civilians” who “know in our gut that writing is an act of communication
between one human being and another,” “a living transaction between
humans.”

The transaction is a living one, which is as much as to say that it is alive
and not dead, dynamic and not static, dialogic and not monologic, in a
relation of reciprocal negotiation and becoming, as the word “transaction”
suggests. This dialogic dynamic is possible because the writer and the
reader share the same postindustrially defined humanity: they “are stuck
in here, in language [. . .] together,” and they are both “marooned in [their]
own skull” – that is, basically alone, and self-conscious. These traits,
coupled with Wallace’s intellectualizing attitude, have triggered the rather
typical reading of Wallace’s prose as an instantiation of his cerebral
disposition. And yet it could be argued that his passion for modal logic
and mathematics represents his finding ways of living only in his head and
that his decision to devote himself to fiction for good demonstrates the
need for a rounder engagement with “what it is to be a fucking human

 See McCaffery, “Interview,” , and Max, Every Love Story, –.
 Lipsky, Although of Course, .  Wallace, “Unibus,” SFT, .
 McCaffery, “Interview,” .  Ibid., .
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being” and for countering solipsism and loneliness with interaction.

But how?
There are ingredients that are typically associated with Wallace’s prose:

storylines that defy linearity; a consistent resistance to closure, which
results in open-endedness and anti-teleology; the coexistence of multiple
voices; perspectives that may be mutually deconstructive; the permeability
of multiple narrative levels and the contextual employment of
metafictional devices; the abundant reliance on materiality through an
obsessive attention to descriptive details; the depiction of perceptual and
existential instability; an all-encompassing interpretive ambiguity. Not all
of them are unique to Wallace’s fiction, and are variously connected with
that experimentation with fictional structure that may be associated first
with modernism and then with postmodernism. And yet, in Wallace’s
work, these established techniques stem from three distinctive factors: ()
the kind of realism he is interested in; () his need to communicate with
the reader; () his profound faith in “experimental stuff.”

Wallace’s narratology may thus be defined as porous and embodied, the
latter as the necessary consequence of the former, the two mutually cross-
fertilizing and informing every single ingredient we recognize as typically
Wallacian. It is a porous narratology because it reflects the experience of
postindustrial people who are transformed into battlefields of contending
forces by information overload, a condition worsened and thus amplified
by “the metastasis of self-conscious watching.” It is embodied, because,
as the “twist” on the faces of the protagonists of Wallace’s “Radically
Condensed History of Postindustrial Life” makes perfectly clear, emotions
happen and bear traces in the body – that is, we are in the world as bodies.
His formal choices are the consequences of an attempt to capture “the
cognitive texture” of postindustrial times – porous and embodied – in
fictionally porous and embodied terms. This amounts, as it will be
clarified in the pages that follow, to the exploitation of a given formal
device making the most of its affective dimension. It is an attempt, and, as
the numerous examples of failed communication attest (most notably in
Brief Interviews with Hideous Men), the effort does not guarantee
any success.
Fiction is inhabited by human beings, and their stories can provide a

way out of loneliness and marooning because they can be not only thought

 Ibid., .  Lipsky, Although of Course, .  Wallace, “Unibus,” SFT, .
 Lipsky, Although of Course, .
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about in our self-conscious skull but also inhabited imaginatively – that is,
experientially. Wallace famously maintained,

Fiction’s purpose is to give the reader [. . .] imaginative access to other
selves. Since an ineluctable part of being a human self is suffering, part of
what we humans come to art for is an experience of suffering, necessarily a
vicarious experience [. . .] if a piece of fiction can allow us imaginatively to
identify with characters’ pain, we might then also more easily conceive of
others identifying with our own. That is nourishing, redemptive; we
become less alone inside.

Wallace’s conception of the fruition of art seems an exemplary instantia-
tion of the enactivist interpretation of cognition. Imaginative access (per-
taining to the mental dimension) depends upon a vicarious experience of
suffering (pertaining to the bodily dimension): enactivism promotes a
vision of cognition that understands mind in a relational dynamic with
(and not as separated from) sense perception and embodied action.
According to an enactivist reading, “minds are embedded in the world”
and should be thought of “as extensive embodied activities.”

For imaginative access to be redemptive, it has to bear on readers’ lives;
that is, it necessitates an experiential structure that allows recognition and
attunement. Imaginative access is possible and, most importantly, is
potentially a game changer when it is rooted in a bodily experience: It
does not matter whether this experience is vicarious; it matters that the
imagination is offered signposts to trigger embodied responses that allow a
“bodily attunement.” Reading can shift the way readers perceive their
here and now if their experience of reading goes beyond mere simulation
and becomes enactment. This is possible if and when imagination is given
textual places that readers may inhabit so as to undergo the emotion from
within (the text and oneself ). The redemptive thrust of the readers’
imaginative access to other selves is what Wallace recognized in good art
and – it is fair to assume – strived for in his own writing.

To touch on his readers’ “nerve endings” and explore “what it feels like
to live,” Wallace activates his readers’ experiential structure, building his
storyworlds – realistically – on the postindustrial, porously mediated
“world of and for appearance”; on embodied lives and selves that do
not “feel like [sic] anything like a unified developed character in a linear
narrative,”  but are “very fragmented,” inhabited by “a symphony of

 McCaffery, “Interview,” .  McKergow and Dierolf, “Enactivism,” .
 Caracciolo, The Experientiality, .  Lipsky, Although of Course, , .
 Wallace, “Unibus,” SFT, .  Lipsky, Although of Course, .
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different voices, and voice-overs, and factoids, going on all the time and
digressions on digressions on digressions.”

As a detailed narratological taxonomy of Wallace’s choices goes beyond
the scope of this contribution, the focus here will be on the narrating voice,
as it may be considered as the blueprint for a host of other interrelated
formal features. Wallace himself told David Lipsky that “the old tricks
have been exploded, and I think the language needs to find new ways to
pull the reader. And my personal belief is a lot of it has to do with voice.”

The novella “Westward the Course of Empire Takes Its Way,” which
closes Wallace’s first short story collection, Girl with Curious Hair, is
considered to be a turning point in his career, a moral (and literary) rite
of passage that would open up the route for Infinite Jest and his mature
phase. The novella is a rite of passage in terms of formal choices as well,
pointing to a more stringently porous and embodied narrative disposition,
away from the eminently reactive modes recognizable in Broom and Girl.
Wallace himself admitted to McCaffery that the story ended up being
“crude and naïve and pretentious,” but he nonetheless stressed that “every-
thing [he] wanted to do came out in the story.” It is easy to read the
novella as gradually falling prey to its own parodying metafiction and
turning upon itself, but traces of Wallace’s attempt at finding ways of
attending to the reader while using the tools of the postmodernist trade are
unmistakably present.
The narrating instance is established straightaway with the opening

sentence: “Though Drew-Lynn Eberhardt produced much, and Mark
Nechtr did not, Mark was loved by us all in the East Cheasapeake
Tradeschool Writing Program that first year, and D.L. was not.”

A first-person narrator who presents himself as belonging to a “we” –
“we in the writing program” – ushers us into the storyworld. He
retrospectively refers to “that first year,” thus establishing the privileged
knowledge that distance typically grants. The employment of the personal
pronoun “you” is likewise evident, both in its impersonal usage – “she
wasn’t the sort of free spirit you could love” – and in a more explicit
address to the reader – “Professor Ambrose summed it up well [. . .]. You

 Paulson, “Interview,” .  Lipsky, Although of Course, .
 McCaffery, “Interview,” .  Wallace, “Westward,” GCH, .  Ibid., .
 The vestiges of this pair – the metafictional intrusions and the generic “you” – surface, for example,

in the second part of section  of IJ: “This should not be rendered in exposition like this, but
Mario Incandenza has [. . .]. Tennis’s beauty’s infinite roots are self-competitive, You compete with
your own limits to transcend the self in imagination and execution” (, ).
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don’t want her facial reaction described.” The awareness of having an
audience, implicit in employing the nongeneric “you,” does not belong
among the traits typically associated to first-person narrators. The obvious
exception concerns homodiegetic narrators who are writers – the example
of Nick Carraway in The Great Gatsby comes immediately to mind – and
this is clearly what we have here.

Macroscopically speaking, the novella is an explicit response to John
Barth’s “Lost in the Funhouse”: both stories are heavily metafictional and
revolve around the defamiliarization of the reading experience starting
from metalepsis, namely the breaking of narrative levels due to intrusions
by the narrator. But here lies the crucial difference: Barth’s author intrudes
in a story that he is telling about others, whereas Wallace’s author intrudes
in a story in which he is diegetically present (if nameless and essentially
invisible). The basic structure is the same, however, and the first-person
narrator is to be considered authorial in a very literal sense, as he authors
the story we are reading. This literalness overwrites porously the limited
privileges inherent in a first-person narrative situation and thus challenges
usual readerly expectations. Wallace is here creating a porous metafictional
setting that can be considered a formal instantiation of the necessity to
weaken experimental “stuff” so as to create a dialogic space for the reader to
inhabit. This space, however, is not an easy one to negotiate: the disrup-
tion of “the reader’s encoded response[s]” is part and parcel of Wallace’s
need to take the transaction past “[her] cocoon of habituation.”

The deconstruction of the notion of narratological authoriality is up
front here and already concerns the dismantling of borders and their
potential cross-contamination, which goes a long way in explaining
Wallace’s postindustrially realistic project. Wallace insists pervasively on
the mediated nature of the reality we live in: The inventing, and thus
mediating, mind is audible, but this mind comes through as present – that
is, embodied and not Olympically distant and disembodied.

The metaleptic porousness of narrative levels cannot be considered in
itself a novelty, since it was present in Barth’s story too and is intrinsically
connected to any metafictional procedure, and yet the presence of a first-
person narrating instance endowed with authorial privileges creates a
rippling effect, which expands porousness to include the present and the
past, the here and the there, the inside and the outside. This expanded
notion of embodied porousness constitutes the key ingredient in Wallace’s

 Wallace, “Westward,” GCH, .  Hayes-Brady, Failures, .
 McCaffery, “Interview,” .
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reinterpretation of classical narratology, which may take slightly different
forms in this or that text, but maintains its experientially oriented core. An
immediate collateral effect is the tendency to amplify perceptual instability.
Formally speaking, this implies difficulties in discerning the source of
information (problems of attribution) or the creation of a sort of echo
effect because of free indirect discourse. Footnotes, as well as open
endings, point to a porous interpretation of forms too, as they attract
our attention beyond the text and mimic the never-ending, daily transac-
tion with meaningfulness that characterizes our embodied lives.
“Westward” therefore begins with a retrospective past tense. It then

proceeds along the Barthian path – the account concerning the protago-
nists (and their pasts) and metafictional interruptions – until the time
comes when the day of the scheduled Reunion “of everyone who has ever
been in a McDonald’s commercial” reaches central stage with J.D.
Steelritter’s waiting for the two final guests to arrive: “Jesus, Ocean City,
in the past [. . .] Vs. Illinois, in the present, the here and now.” From
here on, the two parallel threads are (mainly) in the present tense. This –
again – sets “Westward” apart from Barth’s handling of his metafictional
piece, as in Wallace’s text the main plotline is offered to the reader as a
story to be shared in its progress, both in its being written (the authorial
side of the I) and in its being experienced (the diegetic side of the I). The
explicit spelling out of the time and place of the story as being “in the
present, the here and now” activates a (so to speak) collateral effect of
the porousness of narrative levels we are talking about, veritably crucial as
far as readerly engagement is concerned. The representation of the events
taking place in the novella, as presented by the narrator in his here and
now, overlaps deictically speaking with the present tense, the here and
now, of the reading moment. The deictics of the present are – to say the
least – pervasive; here follow some examples not pertaining to metafiction-
ally intrusive moments: “By the way, not too much of this is important.
But it’s true, and J.D. is here at the broad smeared C.I. Airport window”;
“Sternberg is now officially sleep-deprived”; “It’s undeniable that they

 This is not immediately the case here, but it can be easily detected in the many instances in which
the dropping of graphical markers for direct speech creates a temporary indecision (“she says I do
not care if you believe me or not, it is the truth, go on and believe what you want to. So it is for sure
that she is lying. When it is the truth she will go crazy trying to get you to believe her. So I feel like
I know” [“Everything Is Green,” Girl, ]), or in which a repetition produces a weird bouncing
effect (“And so I did ask my husband, as we were driven in our complimentary limousine to join
Ron and Charmian and maybe Lindsay for drinks and dinner across the river at NBC’s expense, just
what way he thought he and I really were, then, did he think” [“My Appearance,” Girl, ]).

 Wallace, “Westward,” GCH, , –.
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don’t even yet have transportation to the Funhouse, and that it’s awfully
slow going, here.” This pervasiveness creates a structural pattern that
paves the way to reach beyond representation into experientiality. It can be
argued that this pattern bespeaks Wallace’s need to create textual pathways
to communicate with the reader and invite him/her to move from con-
sciousness attribution to consciousness enactment, namely from the stage
of recognizing a certain real, emotional, conscious state and attributing it
to a fictional character to the stage of “imaginatively ‘[trying] it on.’” The
lively transaction that Wallace strove for passes through the creation of
textual traces that may be inhabited, and this starts from the most basic
form of inhabiting the real world we know of – our bodily experience,
which is always inherently rooted in the here and now of the present tense.
Wallace may not be using this or that deictic consciously, but he senses like
a rhabdomancer that single words themselves may do the trick of inter-
secting readers’ lives, of fostering “the negotiating of the boundaries
between self and other,” and thus offer “a reprieve from the exhausted
self-referentiality of contemporary subjectivity.”

Repeatedly returning to the deictic field of the here and now is one such
strategy, which can be detected in many other texts, to be paired with the
widespread employment of the personal address. The “you” that famously
closes the novella – “You are loved” – is present all along. Metafictional
intrusions cannot but be directed to the reader, but the distance between
Barth’s impersonal reader and this personalized one is enormous, because
in “Westward,” the personal address belongs both in the storyline – “By
now Mark and D.L. were being seen together. Why? You can bet that
question got asked” – and appears in the paragraphs that mimic Barth’s
famous asides: “OK true, that was all both too quick and too slow, for
background – both intrusive and sketchy. But please, whether your
imagination’s engaged or not, please just acknowledge the propositions,
is all.” In both textual situations – in the intrusions and in the storyline
proper – Wallace’s text indexes the “you” to the reader along porous lines,
the ones along which Pop Quiz  of “Octet” is famously staged and the
ones that baffle the reader in “Good Old Neon,” where, in the folds of its
Chinese box structure, the reader is addressed as if he/she were in the car
with Neal on his way to commit suicide. These are, possibly, the two most
obvious examples, but the presence of this “you” pops up everywhere, even
in Wallace’s footnotes.

 Ibid., , ,  (emphasis added).  Caracciolo, The Experientiality, .
 Hayes-Brady, Failures, .  Wallace, “Westward,” –.
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We can detect this same porousness in Wallace’s handling of narratorial
omniscience as well. Infinite Jest presents a rethinking of this category,
subtly inviting an emotional alignment beyond its complex fractal struc-
ture, thanks to a mitigation of the omniscient narrator’s privilege. The
porous version of omniscience that Wallace needs is deftly prepared, as the
first clear sign of omniscience comes at page  (chapter , section  if we
consider Greg Carlisle’s proposal) when we stumble upon a gnomic
present – that is, a statement claiming general validity. Sections –
present an array of narrative situations: Wallace’s masterpiece famously
begins with a scene in which we are told what happens to Hal in his own
voice in the present tense. Nothing could be (narratologically) more
distant from omniscience, as the focus, in this first scene, is on the instant
rendering of Hal’s consciousness without any distancing perspective. In
the following section, Wallace resorts to an internally focalized narration:
Ken Erdedy is waiting and waiting for “the woman who said she’d come”

with the fifth of a kilo of marijuana, which should end his addiction for
good. His sense of entrapment is formally amplified by the absolute
restriction to his internal experiencing perspective, conveyed by the asso-
ciation of the past tense with deictics pertaining to the presentness of his
waiting – here, now, this – which bespeak an opacity to any projection of
future self. The third person, inherent in internally focalized narrations,
however, introduces the presence of an external narrating instance, which
is obviously absent from the first section. Our attention is not alerted to
the authorial narrator’s presence because it is limited to contextualizing
glosses and because the descriptions are colored with Erdedy’s idiolect, a
clear example of linguistic porousness. We must go through another
section, which quotes a dialogue in its entirety as if it were recorded
(sounds included), to arrive at page  and encounter the narrator’s
presence in all his authorial capacity. At this point, the narrative situation
is established: a polyphonic storyworld in which the authorial narrator may
decide to disappear to make room for the individual subjectivities of
characters whose existential and linguistic specificities deserve full-fledged
status. More relevant, experientially speaking, is that the gradual display of
the narrator’s cognitive privileges introduces a peculiar way to be omni-
scient. This peculiarity is fully manifested in the following passage:

Here’s Hal Incandenza, age seventeen, with his little brass one-hitter,
getting covertly high in Enfield Tennis Academy’s underground Pump

 Carlisle, Elegant Complexity, .  Wallace, IJ, .
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Room and exhaling palely into an industrial exhaust fan. It’s the sad little
interval after afternoon matches and conditioning but before the Academy’s
communal supper. Hal is by himself down here and nobody knows where
he is or what he’s doing.

The narrating voice handles this presentation porously: he both confirms
his privilege by providing information not shared by others, and he seems
to align himself with Hal’s perceptual and emotional take through a
reference to Hal’s deictic field. As with the narrator in “Westward,” the
deictic field here activated provides an existential positioning – “down
here” – that allows the reader to inhabit imaginatively Hal’s consciousness
from within.

The strategy – once again – is that of deconstructing a formal device and
reconfiguring it along porous and embodied lines, which both allow and
invite a potential emotional sharing: an omniscient-like kind of authority is
needed to control the overabundant narrative material of which the novel
is made, and to confer on it all, but this authority is rehumanized along
embodied lines and thus – again – rendered experientially recognizable.
The zooming in and zooming out of the lives and thoughts and feelings of
many characters, both from their own limited perspectives and from a
broader more knowledgeable perspective, constitutes the formal macro-
scopic skeleton of Wallace’s masterpiece.

There are many situations of this kind in Wallace’s fictional universe,
many of them following the same pattern: offering access to a character’s
specific perceptual positioning and providing a key to rethinking otherness
as depending on a specific emotional and existential configuration. This is
part and parcel of what Stephen Burn defines as “a refined concentration
upon characters.” The juxtaposition of voices that present, dialogically,
each character’s unique perspective in the first person (the case of “Here
and There” is paradigmatic), or, conversely, the coexistence of two char-
acters whose dialogue is orchestrated by an authorial narrator but whose
peculiar take on the world is conveyed through their own respective mental
idiolects (the Marathe and Steeply sections in Infinite Jest are the most
obvious examples), or the presentation of two interlaced limited perspec-
tives (as in the story “Think”) go in the same porous and embodied
direction. Porous and embodied paths cut across narrative levels and
activate and manifest both the readers’ and the author’s engagement
with characters.

 Ibid., .  Burn, Reader’s Guide, .  See Masiero, “The Case of ‘Think.’”
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These are just some representative examples of the porousness of certain
(formal) borders – the direction that Wallace tried to give to his ambitious
fictional project. Whether his need to communicate with the reader and
provide a textual space of encounter succeeded or not remains open to
debate. This too is experientially determined and has to be felt at each
reader’s nerve endings.
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